Grazing Incidence Fast Atom Diffraction

A novel method for characterizing surfaces
- inventive alternative for RHEED

MAIN ADVANTAGES over other diffraction techniques:
■ exclusively sensitive to the last atomic plane
perfectly suited for ultrathin layers

■ sensitive to the density profile of valence electrons
provides an AFM-like information of the surface

■ uses a neutral probe

allows studies with bulk insulators

■ non destructive with fragile materials
perfectly suited for organics layers

■ operates in a grazing geometry
allows real-time operation during film growth

RHEED - GIFAD comparison

Charged particles ◄
Probes the 2-3 last layers ◄
Destructive on fragile materials ◄
Quantitative interpretation difficult ◄

RHEED

GIFAD
► Only sensitive to the last layer
► Compatible with all materials
► Quantitative interpretation (AFM-like)
► 100% compatible with most growth systems
► Robust against stray fields (a version compatible
with magnetron sputtering is under development)
► Provides: lattice parameter, electronic corrugation
crystalline quality, growth rate (layers/second)

GIFAD operates in the same geometry than RHEED.
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GIFAD as a new laboratory instrument
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GIFAD applications
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Real-time monitoring in MBE
GaAs(100) homoepitaxy
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Real-time analysis
of organic layer growth
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● Able to follow the oscillations in layer-by-layer growth
● Extremely discriminating against the different surface reconstructions
● Discriminate between electronic and geometric corrugations in graphene
● Reveals sharp crystallization transition in an organic monolayer
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